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Upon the death in September 1646 of Angelo Cesi, Bishop of Rimini and papal 
nuncio to the Republic of Venice, his secretary hastened to write to Rome to 
inform the papacy that his mortal life ended very happily, since the previous day 




and death were exceptional in many respects. At the same time, the sacraments 
of communion and extreme unction were expected to be central to the process of 
dying for all Catholics.
Life and death are the basic elements of shared human experience, and both 
had a substantial religious dimension in the early modern period. Yet scholars 
haveやnotやpreviouslyやconsideredやtheやmeaningsやandやsigniRcanceやofやtheや】Catholicや
lifeやcycle‒╆やThisやundertakingやshouldやbeやinformedやbyやtwoやmoreやestablishedやareasやofや
scholarship. Firstly, the explosion of interest in the history of the family since the 
1960s has prompted consideration of particular phases of the life cycle, especially 
childhood╆やTheやearlyやmodernやperiodやbecameやaやlocusやofやdebateやfollowingやPhilippeや
Ariès‒sや provocativeや claimや thatや 】inやmedievalや societyや theや ideaや ofや childhoodやdidや
notやexist‒╆2やArièsやsuggestedやthatやhighやinfantやmortalityやresultedやinやlimleやemotionalや
investment in children, and argued that childhood was not seen as distinct from 
adulthood. His view found some support, notably from Simon Schama, who 
claimed on the basis of visual evidence that the seventeenth-century Dutch were 
Rxatedや onや theirや children╇や andや viewedや themやwithや considerableや aTection╇や 】inや aや
mannerや arrestinglyや unlikeや thoseや ofや otherや Europeanや cultures‒╆3 While the idea 
that the early modern period witnessed the discovery of childhood has now been 
comprehensivelyやrejected╇やitやhasやfosteredやaやwealthやofやresearchやonやamitudesやtoやtheや
1 Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Segreteria di Stato, Venezia, B. 71, 22 September 1646. I 
am grateful to Mary Laven for her advice and comments.
2や PhilippeやAriès╇やCenturies of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York, 
1962), p. 128.
3 Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the 





   
   
   




















































































































andや manners‒╇や hasや stimulatedや reSectionや onや theや interfaceや betweenや religionや andや
age.5やForやthisやreason╇やanやassessmentやofやtheや】Catholicやlifeやcycle‒やcanやturnやtoやitsやmoreや
fullyや studiedや Protestantや counterpart╆や Historiansや ofや theや Protestantや Reformationや
have conducted extensive analyses of the consequences of religious change for the 
family, for the life cycle as a whole, and for phases and moments within it.6 Steven 
Ozment has taken us through the life cycle of the people of Lutheran Nuremberg, 
from courtship and marriage to the point at which a new generation embarked 
on adult life.7やDavidやCressy‒sやstudyやofやtheやlifeやcycleやinやTudorやandやStuartやEnglandや
emphasized its ritual character, which functioned to bring people together and 
to assign them to their place in society.8やOtherやstudiesやofやProtestantやEuropeやhaveや
focused on particular rituals, such as baptism and weddings, exploring what they 
tell us about relations between family, church, community and city, and arguing 
that the Reformation made the boundaries between the sacred and secular far 
moreやprecise‒╆9
Research on gender and the family in the Catholic world has recognized the 
signiRcanceや ofや individualやmomentsや andや segmentsや ofや theや lifeや cycle╇や butや hasや notや
explored the connections between these points and phases, and the meanings 
of the life cycle as a whole. Just like Lutheranism or Calvinism, Catholicism was 
lived religion.10やAndや anや individual‒sや experienceや ofや Catholicismやwasや aTectedや byや
theirやage╆やAgeやwasやaやsigniRcantやpartやofやindividualやidentity╇やandやplayedやaやroleやinやtheや
organization and government of society.11やPeterやLaslemやdescribedやageing╇やalongsideや
gender, ethnicity and class, as one of the four dimensions of individual and social 
4や CritiquesやofやArièsやincludeやLindaやA╆やPollock╇やForgomenやChildren╈やParentむChildやRelationsや
from 1500 to 1900 (Cambridge, 1983); Steven E. Ozment, Ancestors: The Loving Family in Old 
Europe (Cambridge, MA, 2001).
5 Ariès, Centuries of Childhood, p. 43.
6や JoelやHarrington‒sやstudyやofやmarriageやhasやanやimportantやcomparativeやdimension╆やSeeや
Joel F. Harrington, Reordering Marriage and Society in Reformation Germany (Cambridge, 1995).
Theやuseやofやautobiographiesやhasやalsoやbeenやfruitful╆やSeeやT╆M╆やSaSey╇やMatheus Millers Memoir: A 
Merchants Life in the Seventeenth Century (London, 2000).
7 Steven Ozment, FleshやandやSpirit╈やPrivateやLifeやinやEarlyやModernやGermany (New York, 1999).
8 David Cressy, Birth╇やMarriage╇やandやDeath╈やRitual╇やReligionやandやtheやLifeまCycleやinやTudorやandや
Stuart England (Oxford, 1997).
9 Karen E. Spierling, Infant Baptism in Reformation Geneva: The Shaping of a Community, 
ｱｵｳｶむｱｵｶｴ (Aldershot, 2005); Lyndal Roper, Going to Church and Street: Weddings in 
ReformationやAugsburg‒╇やPastやandやPresent, 106 (1985): 99.
10 See Chapter 9.




   
   
   
















































































































experience‒╆12や Theやdistinctiveや characteristicや ofや ageingや isや thatや itや isや aやdimensionやofや
experience which embodies continual change. For this reason, the Catholic life cycle 
can help us to understand the dynamics of identity and power in the early modern 
world╆やMoreやspeciRcally╇やasやAlexやWalshamやhasやdemonstratedやinやherやstudyやofやtheや
impact of the Reformation on relations between generations, the life cycle can be 
a tool with which to investigate religious change in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries‒╆13
Theや Catholicや lifeや cycleや hadや distinctiveや features╆や Itや wasや punctuatedや byや
sacramental observance and steeped in ritual. It was also complex and varied. 
Thereや wasや aや normativeや Catholicや lifeや cycleや inや whichや theや sacramentsや playedや aや
prominent but not exclusive role, and a range of variations upon it were possible, 
notablyやcyclicalやasやwellやasや linearや lifeやcycles╇やandやdiTerentやroutesや forや thoseやwhoや
married and those who did not. We must acknowledge several methodological 
issues from the outset. Firstly, how did early modern people understand the 
concept of the life cycle, and how does this correspond with the terminology of 
modernやscholars′やSecondly╇やanyやexplorationやofやtheやinstitutionalやChurch‒sやamemptsや
to reshape or standardize the life cycle must be set carefully against evidence 
ofや widerや contemporaryや amitudesや andや sacramentalや practice╆や Thirdly╇や althoughや
the sacraments were certainly a crucial component of the Catholic life cycle, 
weやmustやbeやwaryやofやpayingやtooやmuchやamentionやtoやthem╇やorやblurringやdistinctionsや
betweenやdiTerentやsetsやofやrituals╆14 More broadly, we need to consider the relative 
importance of exterior spirituality. In order to confront these methodological 
challengesや andや revealや theや Catholicや lifeや cycle‒sや contoursや andや signiRcance╇や thisや
discussionや beginsや byや consideringや howや theや lifeや cycleや wasや andや canや beや deRned╇や
before assessing the connections between the life cycle and the sacraments, and 
theやChurch‒sやinterventionsやinやtheirやintersection╆やWeやshallやthenやmoveやbeyondやtheや
sacramentsや toやassessや inconsistencies╇や abuses╇やotherや signiRcantや lifeまcycleや rituals╇や
andや theや cyclical╇や genderedやandや relationalやnatureやofや theや lifeや cycle╆やTheやCatholicや
approach to the life cycle was inclusive, with familial and communal  as well as 
individual  dimensions, and with scope for a range of life courses.
Defining the life cycle
Age was meaningful in early modern society. An extensive terminology of age 
demonstratesや thatや peopleやwereや amunedや toや itsや nuances╇や andやwouldや identifyや andや
12や DavidやI╆やKernerやandやPeterやLaslemや〉eds《╇やAgingやinやtheやPast╈やDemography╇やSocietyやandやOldや
Age (Berkeley, CA, 1995), p. 4.
13や Alexandraや Walsham╇や 】Theや Reformationや ofや theや Generations╈や Youth╇や Ageや andや
ReligiousやChangeやinやEngland╇やc╆やｱｵｰｰむｱｷｰｰ‒╇やTransactions of the Royal Historical Society, 21 
(2011): 93121 (93).
14 See the caution of Marc R. Forster, Catholic Revival in the Age of the Baroque: Religious 
IdentityやinやSouthwestやGermany╇やｱｵｵｰむｱｷｵｰ (Cambridge, 2001), p. 107.
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diTerentiateや betweenや individualsや ofや diTerentや agesや withや linguisticや precision╆や
AlthoughやtheやageやproRleやofやsocietyやdiTeredやfromやtodayやdueやtoやhighやlevelsやofやinfantや
mortality╇やmanyやlivedやtoやwhatやwouldやstillやbeやconsideredやoldやage╆やAgeやmameredやinや
the political milieu, with a minimum age for participation in political life in some 
contexts╇や andや anや associationや betweenや seniorityや andやholdersや ofや highや oUce╆15や Theや
political and legal implications of age encouraged the development of chronological 
memoryや throughや registersやofやbirth╇や suchやasやVenice‒sやLibri dOro (Golden Books), 
which recorded the births of male nobles from 1506. Early modern people saw life 
asやaやsuccessionやofやsixやorやsevenやages╇やinSuencedやbyやaやrangeやofやclassicalやandやmedievalや
writers whose work had informed Roman and canon law. Saint Augustine wrote 
of six ages of man which correlated with the days of Creation and the ages of the 
world╆やSimilarly╇やIsidoreやofやSeville‒sやEtymologiae Origines set out six ages: infancy 
(birth to seven), childhood (714), adolescence (1428), youth (2850), maturity 
(5070) and old age (70).16やTheseやauthorsやalsoやassociatedやcharacteristicsやwithやeachや
of these ages. As the Roman orator Cicero wrote,
TheやcourseやofやlifeやisやRxed╇やandやnatureやadmitsやofやitsやbeingやrunやbutやinや
one way, and only once, and to each part of our life there is something 
specially seasonable, so that the feebleness of children, as well as 
the high spirit of youth, the soberness of maturer years, and the ripe 
wisdom of old age  all have a certain natural advantage which should 
be secured in its proper season.17
Isidore drew out these qualities with reference to the etymology of the name for 
each age, connecting infancy with the incapacity for speech implied by non fari, 




the early modern period, especially for later ages. Biological age was overlaid with 
otherやtemporalやinSections╆やDevotionalやactivityやprovidedやaやstructureやtoやtheやlivesやofや
early modern Catholics throughout the year and the life course. Certain phases 
ofや theや lifeや cycleや hadやparticularや religiousや connotations╆や Theや youngやwereや thoughtや
toやbeやespeciallyやopenやtoやsalutaryやreligiousや inSuencesやdueや toや theirや ignoranceやandや
innocence.18 Equally, the very old were thought to be closer to God.
15や SeeやRobertやFinlay╇や】TheやVenetianやRepublicやasやaやGerontocracy╈やAgeやandやPoliticsやinやtheや
Renaissance‒╇やJournal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 8 (1978): 15779.
16や IlariaやTaddei╇や】Puerizia, adolescenza and giovinezza: Images and Conceptions of Youth 
inやFlorentineやSocietyやduringやtheやRenaissance‒╇やinやKonradやEisenbichlerや〉ed╆《╇やTheやPremodernや
Teenager╈やYouthやinやSocietyやｱｱｵｰむｱｶｵｰや〉Toronto╇やｲｰｰｲ《╇やpp╆やｱｵむｲｶ╆
17や MarcusやTulliusやCicero╇やTwo Essays on Old Age and Friendship, trans. E.S. Shuckburgh 




   
   
   




















































































































set due to their incorporation of beginning and end, and because of the entrality 
ofやmarriageやtoやearlyやmodernやsociety╆やOthers╇やinSuencedやbyやanthropolo y╇やrenameや
ages as stages and focus on the process of the life cycle and on ritualized transitions 
betweenやstages╆やAやgenderedやvariantやofやtheやlifeやcycleやidentiResやwomenやinやtermsやofや
their marital and sexual status, as virgin, wife and widow. Our terminology also 
includes the life course, demographic events, life-cycle events, life-cycle rituals, and 
rites of passage. In addition, in view of the intimate connection between the living 
andやtheやdead╇やtheやafterlifeやcanやbeやconsideredやasやaやRnalやstageやofやlife╆やRitualやshouldや
be highlighted as a recurrent scholarly preoccupation.19 According to Arnold 
vanや Gennep╇や ritesや ofや passageやmarkedや signiRcantや biologicalや andや socialや changes╇や
and were characterized by a three-stage sequence of rituals  rites of separation, 
transitionやandやincorporationやむやwhichやtookやplaceやatやaやparticularやtimeやinやaやspeciRcや
place.20 Rituals have been of sustained interest since they transcend the individual, 
functioningやasやaやformやofやcommunicationやandやcreatingやcommunity╆やTheやrepetitiveや
quality of ritual, even as it evolves, adapts and changes, also conjures up a sense of 
circular, rather than linear time, which helps to explain the cyclical element of the 
termや】lifeやcycle‒╆21
For early modern Catholics, life-cycle rituals involved entry into and participation 




paidやtoやJesus‒やchildhood╇やMary‒sやmotherhoodやandやJoseph‒sやfatherhood╆22 For instance, 
intensiRedやdevotionやtoやSaintやJosephやisやillustratedやbyやtheやadditionやofやhisやfeastやtoやtheや
liturgical calendar in 1479, and its subsequent promotion to a festival of obligation 
inやｱｶｲｱ╆やHeやwasやmadeやMexico‒sやpatronやsaintや inやｱｵｵｵ╇やandやbecameやtheやprotectorやofや
theやmissionsやinやChinaやinやｱｶｷｸ╆やThisやamentionやwasやmirroredやinやart╈やJosephやbecameやtheや
most frequently depicted saint in the early modern Spanish empire.23
19や Forや aや valuableや synthesis╇や whichや blendsや preまReformation╇や Protestantや andや Catholicや
experiences, see Edward Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe, 2nd edn (Cambridge, 2005), 
ch. 1.
20 Arnold van Gennep, TheやRitesやofやPassage, trans. Monika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. 
CaTeeや〉Chicago╇やIL╇やｱｹｶｰ《╇やp╆やｲｱ╆
21や Onや ritualや andや circularや time╇や seeや Peterや Burke╇や The Historical Anthropology of Early 
ModernやItaly╈やEssaysやonやPerceptionやandやCommunication (Cambridge, 1997), p. 183.
22や Ulinkaや Rublack╇や 】Pregnancy╇や Childbirthや andや theや Femaleや Bodyや inや Earlyや Modernや
Germany‒╇やPastやandやPresent, 150 (1996): 88.
23 Charlene Villaseñor Black, Love and Marriage in the Spanish Empire: Depictions of 
HolyやMatrimonyやandやGenderやDiscoursesやinやtheやSeventeenthやCentury‒╇やThe Sixteenth Century 
Journal, 32 (2001): 63767.
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approach of viewing the family as a process over time rather than as a static 
unitやwithinや certainや timeやperiods‒╆24や Thereやwereや oftenや fourや keyや familyや lifeや stagesや
in early modern Europe: the union when a couple married and combined assets 
in a household; the birth of children; Rssion when these children married and 
extracted assets; and the distribution of the estate upon the death of t e couple.25 
TheやmanyやtreatisesやonやaやChristianやupbringingやwhichやwereやpublishedやinやtheやwakeや
ofやtheやCouncilやofやTrent╇やseveralやatやtheやinstigationやofやCarloやBorromeo╇やarchbishopやofや
Milan, demonstrate that the Catholic life cycle was familial as w ll as personal.26 
Theseや treatises╇や asやwellや asや confessionやmanuals╇や emphasizedや theや responsibilityやofや
parents╇やespeciallyやfathers╇やforやtheirやchildren‒sやmoralやandやreligiousやeducation╆やAsや
Cardinal Richelieu observed, the fourth Commandment, Honour thy father and 
thyやmother‒╇や】imposesやobligationsやnotやonlyやonやchildrenやtowardsやtheirやfathers╇やbutや
also on fathers and mothers towards their children, inasmuch as love should be 
reciprocal‒╆27 Families overlapped with households to a greater and lesser degree, 
and the head of a household was responsible for ensuring that all its members 
receivedやreligiousやinstruction╆やThisやalsoやhadやaやreciprocalやdimension╈やtheやinstitutionalや
ChurchやencouragedやservantsやtoやspreadやCatholicやvaluesやinやtheirやmasters‒やfamilies╆28 
Just as historians of gender have long observed its relational character, we should 
heed the relational component of age and the importance of the generations. Here, 
too╇やweやseeやthatやtheやmeaningやofやtheやlifeやcycleやtranscendsやmomentsやofやtransition╆やTheや
lifeやcycle‒sやvalueやasやaやcategoryやofやanalysisやisやthusやenhancedやbyやitsやbroadやmeaning╇や
which incorporates ageing, ritual, stages of life and connectivity.
The Church and the sacr ments
For Catholics, stages of life and transitions between them were intimately connected 
toや theや sevenや sacramentsや ofや theや RomanやCatholicや Church╈や baptism╇や conRrmation╇や
confession, communion, marriage, extreme unction and holy orders.29や Theや
24や Tamaraや K╆や Hareven╇や 】Theや Familyや asや Process╈や Theや Historicalや Studyや ofや theや Familyや
Cycle‒╇やJournal of Social History, 7 (1974): 322.
25 Sarah Hanley, Engendering the State: Family Formation and State Building in Early 
ModernやFrance‒╇やFrench Historical Studies, 16 (1989): pp. 427 (23).
26や Seeや Oliverや Logan╇や 】CounterまReformatoryや Theoriesや ofや Upbringingや inや Italy‒╇や inやThe 
Church and Childhood: Studies in Church History, 31 (Oxford, 1994), pp. 27584.
27 Cited by Hugh Cunningham, Children and Childhood in Western Society Since 1500, 2nd 
edn (Harlow, 2005), p. 55.
28や Seeや RaTaellaや Sarti╇や 】Dangerousや Liaisons╈や Servantsや asや ｠Childrenをや Taughtや byや theirや
Mastersやandやasや｠TeachersをやofやtheirやMasters‒やChildren‒╇やPaedagogicaやHistorica, 43 (2007): 56587.
29や A╆やProsperi╇や 】Iや sacramentiや inや etàや tridentina‒╇や inやA╆やAlberigoや andや I╆やRoggerや 〉eds《╇や Il 
ConcilioやdiやTrentoやnellaやprospemivaやdelやterzoやmillennio╆やAmiやdelやconvegnoやtenutoやaやTrentoやilやｲｵむｲｸや
semembreやｱｹｹｵ (Brescia, 1997), pp. 25166.
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discussionやofや theseやsacramentsやatや theやCouncilやofやTrentやmustやbeやseenや inやaや longerや
context╇やsinceやtheやparticularやsigniRcanceやofやtheseやsevenやsacramentsやwasやelabor tedや
at the Council of Florence, and expressed in the papal bull Exultate Domine of 1439. 
Scholarshipや hasや focusedや onや theや negotiatedや receptionや ofや theや Tridentineや decreesや
on the sacraments, and individual historians have often concentrated on a single 
sacrament╇や especiallyやmarriage╆や Theseや studiesや areや frequentlyや interestedや inやwhatや
the sacraments can tell us about the reforming power of the Catholic Church, 
ratherやthanやwhatやtheyやtellやusやaboutやtheやlifeやcycle╆やTheやmotivesやofやtheやChurchやandや
theや implementationやofやTridentineやdecreesや areや centralや toや theseや analyses╆やWasや theや
Church╇や asや inや Johnや Bossy‒sや view╇や tryingや toや enforceや aや uniformや codeや ofや religiousや
practice?30やAndやdidやitやseekやanやincreasedやroleやinやtheやlifeやcycleやatやTrent′やInやorderやtoや
assessやtheやamitudeやofやtheやpreまやandやpostまTridentineやChurchやtoやtheやlifeやcycle╇やweやmustや
examine its strategies for the implementation of its vision of the sacraments, and 
consider what changes took place to the sacraments themselves and to their role in 
Catholic lives during the early modern period.31
SacramentalやparticipationやwasやaTectedやbyやfactorsやasやdiverseやasやtheやavailabilityや
andやassiduousnessやofやlocalやpriests╇やtheやinSuenceやofやpoliticalやcircumstancesやandやtheや
persuasiveness of devotional imagery.32やTrentやmarkedやtheやbeginningやofやaやconcertedや
eTortやbyやtheやChurchやtoやpursueやcorrectやsacramentalやobservanceやonやanやinstitutionalや
basis. Information-gathering, education and episcopal visitations were the three 
main strands of this endeavour. None of these strategies was new, but each became 
more developed, more frequent and  for the most part  more standardized. 
CardinalやXimenesやhadやinstitutedやbaptismalやregistersやinやhisやarchdioceseやofやToledoやinや
1497, and while other bishops followed his lead, this practice remained patchy.33 In 
ｱｵｶｳ╇やtheやCouncilやofやTrentやdecreedやthatやparishやclergyやshouldやmaintainやmarriageやandや
baptismal registers. In the wake of the Council, status animarum inspections became 
moreやcommon╆やTheseやsoulやcounts╇やinやwhichやtheやparishやpriestやorやhisやdelegateやwentや
house by house, street by street, recorded the names of parishioners and whether 
theyやhadやbeenやbaptizedや andや conRrmed╆34や Fromやｱｶｱｴ╇や asや speciRedや inや theやRomanや
Ritual, status animarumやcensusesや〉conductedやannuallyやatやEaster《やwereやoneやofやRveや
sets of records for whic  parish priests were responsible, alongside registers of 
baptisms, marriages, burials and Easter communicants.35
30や JohnやBossy╇や】TheやCounterまReformationやandやtheやPeopleやofやCatholicやEurope‒╇やPastやandや
Present, 47 (1970): 52.
31 For an assessment of sacramental observance in early modern France, see Joseph 
Bergin, Church╇やSocietyやandやReligiousやChangeやinやFrance╇やｱｵｸｰむｱｷｳｰ (New Haven, 2009), ch. 11.
32や Onや theや impactやofや theや localや context╇や seeやTrevorや Johnson╇やMagistrates, Madonnas and 
Miracles╈やTheやCounterやReformationやinやtheやUpperやPalatinate (Aldershot, 2009), ch. 8.
33や W╆E╆やTate╇やTheやParishやChest, 3rd edn (Cambridge, 1969), p. 43.
34 See Monica Chojnacka, Singlewomen in Early Modern Venice: Communities and 





   
   
   
















































































































Theseや recordsや enabledや theや upperや echelonsや ofや theや clergyや toや measureや howや
successfully parish priests encouraged their parishioners to lead a sacramental 
life╆や Catechismsや playedや aや centralや roleや inや educatingや Catholicsや inや theや Church‒sや
expectations about how they should live their lives via regular classes held on 
Sundays and feast days. Instructions on the sacraments typically comprised a third 
ofやcatecheticalやmaterial╆やAlthoughやtheやCouncilやofやTrentやobligatedやbishopsやtoやensureや
children were educated about Catholicism, the Council itself had a limited impact 
on the catechizing of the laity.36やTheやmostやpopularやsixteenthまcenturyやcatechism╇やtheや
JesuitやPeterやCanisius‒sやSumma doctrinae christianae (1555) was inspired by the use of 
catechismsやbyやProtestantやreformers╇やandやtheやoUcialやTridentineやcatechismやofやｱｵｶｶ╇や
mainlyやcomposedやbyやCarloやBorromeo╇やwasやwrimenやinやLatinやandやaimedやatやtheやclergy╆や
In addition, a great deal of catechetical instruction was not carried out by priests. It 
was often delivered by kloppen (celibate lay sisters) in Dutch communities and by 
the laity  sometimes in the context of youth confraternities  in Italian cities.37やTheや
perceived value of catechisms in bolstering sacramental observance is evident from 
their increased sophistication from the mid-seventeenth century onwards. Bishops 
published catechisms tailored to their own dioceses, with separate catechisms for 
thoseやatやdiTerentやpointsやinやtheirやreligiousやeducation╇やsuchやasやtheやstagesやleadingやupや
toやconRrmationやandやRrstやcommunion╆38 Catechisms thereby augmented visitations 
in the episcopal promotion of Counter-Reformation piety.
Trentやsoughtやtoやchampionやtheやsacramentalやstatusやofやmarriage╇やasやarticulatedやatや
the Council of Florence in 1439.39やMarriageやdiTeredやfromやotherやsacramentsやinやitsやdualや
nature as a ceremony and a phase of life. Both elements had a religious dimension. 
Theや indissolubleやbondやbetweenやhusbandやandやwifeやmirroredやthatやbetweenやChristや
and the Church. Married men and women were expected to remain monogamous 
andやtoやfulRlやGod‒sやcommandやtoやNoahやandやhisやsonsやtoやgoやforthやandやmultiply╆やForや
women, marriage also entailed subjection to the authority of a husband, as a 
consequenceやofやEve‒sやsin╆40 Marriage was tied to the life cycle by canon law, which 
required the mutual consent of both partners, with no impediments of error (about 
theやidentityやorやsexualやabilityやofやtheやpartner《やorやage╆やTheやminimumやageやforやbetrothalや
wasやseven╆やTheやminimumやageやofやmarriageやwasやtheやageやatやwhichやeachやpartnerやwasや
thought able to grant consent and engage in sexual activity, 14 for men and 12 
36 The Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent, trans. H.J. Schroeder (St. Louis, MO, 
ｱｹｴｱ《╇やp╆やｱｹｶ╆やJeanやPierreやDedieu╇や】｠ChristianizationをやinやNewやCastile╈やCatechism╇やCommunion╇や
Mass╇やandやConRrmationやinやtheやToledoやArchbishopric╇やｱｵｴｰむｱｶｵｰ‒╇やinやAnneやJ╆やCruzやandやMaryや
ElizabethやPerryや 〉eds《╇やCultureやandやControlや inやCounterまReformationやSpain (Minneapolis, MN, 
1992), pp. 124 (4).
37 On kloppen, see Chapter 9.
38や KarenやE╆やCarter╇や】TheやScienceやofやSalvation╈やFrenchやDiocesanやCatechismsやandやCatholicや
Reformや〉ｱｶｵｰむｱｸｰｰ《‒╇やThe Catholic Historical Review, 96 (2010): 23461.
39や Gabriellaや Zarri╇や 】Ilや matrimonioや tridentino‒╇や inや P╆や Prodiや andやW╆や Reinhardや 〉eds《╇や Il 




   
   
   

















































































































Catholics was closely intertwined with legal, economic and familial considerations.
BeforeやTrent╇やmostやmarriagesやdidやnotやtakeやplaceやinやchurch╇やandやtheやpresenceやofや
a priest was supplemental. Understandings varied about whether a marriage was 
complete when a verbal promise of marriage was made, after sexual interc urse, or 
when the promise was legitimized by a priest with a public wedding and nuptial 
blessing╆やTheやoutcomeやofやtheやdiscussionsやaboutやmarriageやatやTrentやwasやpublishedや
in the Tametsi decree of 11 November 1563, which aimed to place the marriage 
ceremonyやmoreやRrmlyやunderやtheやcontrolやofやtheやChurch╆やTheやdecreeやlaidやdownやtheや
expectation that marriages take place inside a church, and required the publication 
of banns and the presence of a priest and two witnesses. Disputes at the Council 
about the nature of clandestine marriage meant that Tametsi was a compromise 
decree. For the French bishops, the absence of parental consent made a marriage 
clandestine╆や However╇や theや Church‒sや eventualや positionや wasや thatや aや clandestineや
marriage lacked freely expressed public consent, which banns and witnesses 
soughtやtoやensure╆やNonetheless╇やtheやimplementationやofやtheやTridentineやconceptionやofや
marriage was slow and inconsistent.41
Like marriage, baptism had religious and social dimensions, with individual 
andやcommunalやsigniRcance╆やFirstly╇やtheやinfantやwasやcleansedやofやoriginalやsin╇やreceivingや
the gifts of grace and salvation, as well as a name.42 Secondly, baptism marked the 
incorporation of the individual into the Christian community, symbolized by the 
placingやofやtheやinfantやintoやtheやarmsやofやitsやgodparentsやinやtheやRnalやstageやofやtheやritual╆や
ItやcouldやalsoやdeRneやotherやcommunalやaUliations╇やmarkingやtheやentryやintoやparishやandや
city╆や Beforeや Trent╇や concernsや hadや arisenや aboutや theや speedや ofや baptism╇やwhoや itやwasや
performed by and where, and the number of godparents. Baptism, particularly 
godparenthood╇や wasや discussedや byや theや Councilや ofや Trentや inや ｱｵｴｷ╆や Guidoや Alfaniや
hasやarguedや thatや theやdistinctiveやoutcomeやofやTrentやwasやnotや theやdecisionや thatや eachや
Catholic should have one godfather and one godmother, the names of which were 




catechism‒sや advocacyや forや namingや infantsや afterや saints╆や Evidenceや ofや layや demandsや
for speedy baptisms by priests suggests a shared regard for this life-cycle ritual 
amongst both clergy and laity.44
BaptismやwasやcoupledやwithやconRrmationやinやtheやinitiationやceremonyやofやtheやearlyや
Church╇やbutやconRrmation╇やwhichやwasやnotやrequiredやforやsalvation╇やbecameやseparatedや
over the centuries, and came to be administered to those over the age of seven. 
41 See Silvana Seidel Menchi and Diego Quaglioni (eds), Matrimoni in dubbio. Unioni 
controverse e nozze clandestine in Italia dal XIV al XVIII secolo (Bologna, 2002).
42 John 3:5.
43 Guido Alfani, FathersやandやGodfathers╆やSpiritualやKinshipやinやEarlyまModernやItaly (Farnham, 
2009), p. 91.
44 Forster, Catholic Revival, p. 108.
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forehead in the sign of the cross with chrism (oil scented with balsam), and laid his 
hands on the child as a reminder of adversities, sometimes by slapping its cheek. In 
conRrmationやtheやHolyやSpiritやenteredやtheやsoul╇やstrengtheningやitやagainstやtemptation╆や
TheやTridentineやcatechismやdiTerentiatedやbetweenやbaptismやandやconRrmati nやusingや
a military analogy: In baptism the Christian is enlisted into the service [of God], 
inやconRrmationやheやisやequippedやforやbamle‒╆45やThisやbamleやwasやtoやbeやfoughtやagainstやtheや
Devilやandやheresy╇やandやaやconRrmedやCatholicやwasやnotやonlyやresponsibleやforやtheirやownや
sins, but also for the salvation of others.46やWhileやtheやbishop‒sやroleやinやthisやsacramentや
provided opportunities for the assertion of episcopal authority, the accessibility of 
bishops resulted in substantial variation in the administration of this sacrament. 
Inや earlyや sixteenthまcenturyや Newや Castile╇や almostや everyoneや wasや conRrmedや atや theや





was a requisite for receiving a funeral oration, made the individual eligible to be 
a godparent, and had a range of social resonances connected with the practice 
asやaやtransitionやtoやmaturity╇やasやexempliRedやbyやgiftsやofやaやRrstやpairやofやlongやtrousersや
or a hat.49やByやcontrast╇やtheやCounterまReformationやhadやlimleやimpactやonやinterestやandや
participation in this sacrament.
Communion was a repeated sacramental experience for adult Catholics, and 
Rrstや communionや hadや anや additionalや setや ofや resonancesや asや anや initiationや intoや adultや
spirituality. First communion is a central facet of modern Catholic observance, but 
has been largely neglected by early modern scholars.50 Until the eleventh century, 
Rrstやcommunionやwasやpartやofやtheやinfantやinitiationやceremony╇やalongsideやbaptismやandや
conRrmation╇やbutやconcernsやthatや infantsやwereやunableやtoやchewやtheやhostやandやmightや
spit it out became coupled with a sense that communicants should understand that 
they were consuming the actual body and blood of Christ.51やTheやFourthやLateranや
Councilやthusやlinkedやcommunionやtoやtheやageやofやdiscretion╇やplacedやbyやdiTerentやtextsや
45 The Catechism of the Council of Trent, trans. Rev. J. Donovan (Dublin, 1829), p. 196.
46や Allysonや M╆や Poska╇や Regulatingや theや People╈や Theや Catholicや Reformationや inや Seventeenthま
Century Spain (Leiden, 1998), p. 38.
47や Dedieu╇や】NewやCastile‒╇やp╆やｲｰ╉やChojnacka╇や】Singlewomen‒╇やp╆やｲｱｸ╆
48や Dedieu╇や】NewやCastile‒╇やp╆やｲｰ╉やPoska╇やRegulatingやtheやPeople, p. 37; Henry Kamen, The 
PhoenixやandやtheやFlame╈やCataloniaやandやtheやCounterやReformation (New Haven and London, 1993), 
p. 7.
49や MichaelやMimerauer╇やAやHistoryやofやYouth╈やFamily╇やSexuality╇やandやSocialやRelationsやinやPastや
Times, trans. Graeme Dunphy (Oxford, 1993), pp. 535.






   
   
   
















































































































between the ages of 7 and 14. Infant communion nevertheless continued in some 
parts of Europe, including Milan, Amiens and Augsburg, and it was explicitly 
proscribedや atや Trentや inや ｱｵｶｲ╆52や Allや theや same╇や theや Tridentineや catechismや leftや itや toや
parish priests to judge when a child had reached the age of discretion. Although 
Trentやmerelyやreiteratedや theやChurch‒sやpositionやonやRrstやcommunion╇や theや haracterや
of this sacrament was fundamentally changed by a development unconnected 
toや theやCouncil╆や Inやｱｵｹｳ╇や theやRrstやdocumentedやgroupやRrstやcommunionや tookやplaceや
in the parish of Aumale in the diocese of Rouen.53や Theやpracticeやwasや soonや takenや
upや inやParisやandやbeganやtoやspreadやmoreやwidely╆やGroupやRrstやcommunionやemergedや
from catechism classes which prepared children for taking the Eucharist; it was a 
logical step from group instruction to a single ceremony in which the whole cohort 
participated╆やOverやtime╇やotherやritualsやwereやaddedやtoやtheやmassやofやRrstやcommunion╆や
Onやitsやeve╇やchildrenやwouldやaskやforgivenessやfromやtheirやparentsやandやreceiveやtheやlamer‒sや
blessing; during the morning mass, they would process ith lighted candles; and 
anや additionalや vespersや serviceや wouldや takeや placeや inや theや evening╆や Theや changeや inや
theやritualやdimensionやofやRrstやcommunionやhadやseveralやconsequences╆やTheやpracticeや
was taken up with enthusiasm by Jesuit missionaries, who added a masquerade 
element to the procession.54やMoreやbroadly╇やRrstやcommunionやtightenedやtheやreligiousや
bonds between the new communicant, their family and the parish community, and 
provided an edifying display of devotion to all.
WhileやsacramentalやritualsやofやinitiationやcertainlyやmarkedやsigniRcantやmomentsやinや
anyやCatholic‒sやlifeやcourse╇やtheやsacramentsや hichやmostやCatholicsやwouldやexperienceや
mostや frequentlyやwereや confessionやandや communion╆やTheseや sacramentsやwereやoftenや
paired together, following Canon 21 of the Fourth Lateran Council, which 
demanded the annual confession of sins from the age of discretion, and annual 
communionやatやEasterや inや theやsameやsentence╆やTheやobservanceやofや theseやsacramentsや
was at the heart of contemporary understandings of what it meant to be a good 
adult Catholic, as is shown by Inquisition records, in which regular observance 
isや repeatedlyやpresentedやasやevidenceやofや theやpietyやofや theやaccused╆やTheや importanceや
of confession and communion in the lives of Catholics is also evident in the 
prominence of these two sacraments in catechisms.55 Confession and eucharistic 
devotion were also central parts of religious instruction during Jesuit missions.
Scholarship has tended to frame these sacraments as instruments of control, 
pointingや むや forや instanceや むや toや Carloや Borromeo‒sや associationや ofや sacramentalや
and Family in Medieval Christendom: Essays in Memory of Michael M. Sheehan (Kalamazoo, MI, 
1998), pp. 25587 (273).
52や NormanやP╆やTannerや〉ed╆《╇やDecrees of the Ecumenical Councils (2 vols, London, 1990), vol. 
2, p. 727.
53や PaulやTurner╇やAges of Initiation: The First Two Christian Millennia (Collegeville, MN, 
2000), pp. 6, 7, 10.
54や Davidや Gentilcore╇や 】｠Adaptや Yourselfや toや theや People‒sや Capabilitiesを╈や Missionaryや
Strategies╇や Methodsや andや Impactや inや theや Kingdomや ofや Naples╇や ｱｶｰｰむｱｸｰｰ‒╇や The Journal of 




   
   
   
















































































































confession with the maintenance of social order. Closer scrutiny reveals other 
waysやinやwhichやtheやsigniRcanceやofやtheseやsacramentsやchangedやforやearlyやmodernや
Catholics. Firstly, the Catholic Church not only wished for compliance with the 
expectation of annual confession and communion, but also aspired to increase 
the frequency of the practice of these sacraments. By the eighteenth century, 
this goal had been achieved, but practice was not regular or routine. Instead, 
confession and communion became connected to major feasts in addition to 
Easter. Secondly, confession and communion  particularly when they did not 
take place at Easter  enriched Catholic lives by bringing th m into greater 
contact with the regular clergy, who encouraged this aspect of sacramental 
observance╆や Thirdly╇や aや fullや confessionや ofや one‒sや sinsや beforeや deathやwasや seenや asや
essentialや forや salvation╇や andや deathbedや confessionsや ampliRed╆56や Theや increasedや
importanceやamachedやtoやdeathbedやconfessionやisやatやoddsやwithやaやseemingやlackやofや
interestや byや contemporariesや inや theや Rnalや sacramentや ofや theや lifeや cycleや むや extremeや
unction╆やThisやsacramentやcombinedやprayerやwithやtheやanointingやofやtheやbodyやwithや
holyやoilsやwhichやbothやsanctiRedやitやandやpreparedやtheやsoulやforやtheやafterlife╆57 It could 
be performed if the individual was unconscious, but children were not allowed 
it╇やandやthoseやwhoやdiedやsuddenlyやalsoやdidやnotやreceiveやit╆やTheやscarcityやofやevidenceや
aboutや theや practiceや ofや extremeや unctionやmayや partlyや reSectや theや unlikelihoodや ofや
those who received it leaving documentary traces about this life experience. Yet 
there are also hints that fear may have provoked avoidance. One German priest 
wrote in the 1670s that his parishioners shied away from extreme unction, 
saying that [if they took it] they would die immediately, and if they did recover 
they would not be allowed to put their feet on the ground again and would no 
longerやbeやableやtoやdance‒╆58
TheやRnalやsacramentやむやholyやordersやむやisやrarelyやconnectedやtoやtheやlifeやcycle╆やYetやbothや
men and women who chose to follow a religious life also embarked on a well-
deRnedやpath╇やinやwhichやritualやandやageやplayedやsigniRcantやroles╆やAgeやwasやcentralやtoや




of porter, reader, exorcist and acolyte. No one was to be promoted to subdeacon 
before the age of 22 (and unless a year had elapsed since promotion to acolyte), to 
deacon until the age of 23, or to priest until the age of 24. Marc Forster has found 
that seventeenth-century priests were usually appointed in their early thirties, and 
that as time went on, they had often served long apprenticeships.60やTheやvaluingや
ofやcelibacyやwasやaやdistinctiveやqualityやofや theやCatholicや lifeやcycle╆やTrentやassertedや theや
56 Forster, Catholic Revival, pp. 10911.
57や Poska╇やRegulatingやtheやPeople, p. 128.
58 Forster, Catholic Revival, p. 109.
59や KathleenやM╆やComerford╇や】ItalianやTridentineやDiocesanやSeminaries╈やAやHistoriographicalや
Study‒╇やThe Sixteenth Century Journal, 29 (1998): 9991022 (p. 1000).
60 Forster, Catholic Revival, p. 173.
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binding nature of clerical celibacy and the superiority of virginity over marriage.61 
Mobility was another characteristic aspect of the lives of the male religious, who 
were often drawn away from their place of birth by educational or devotional 
opportunities.
Althoughや aや nun‒sや religiousや vocationや wasや notや sacramental╇や aや womanや whoや
enteredやaやconventやalsoやembarkedやuponやaやclearlyやdeRned╇やageまcorrelatedやpath╆62 She 
began as a postulant, living in the convent wearing lay clothing, and then became 
aやnovice╇やwearingやaやnovice‒sやhabitや forやatや leastやaやyearやbeforeや takingやherや solemnや
vowsやofやprofession╆やTheやCouncilやofやTrentやimposedやminimumやageやrequirementsやofや
12 years for the clothing ceremony, and 16 years for profession.63やPrioressesやandや
oUceまholdersやhadやtoやbeやatやleastやｲｵやyearsやold╆やInやseventeenthまcenturyやFranceやmostや
women were clothed in their late teens; between 1650 and 1700 the average age 
atやclothingやincreasedやbyやtwoやyears╆やConventsやplayedやotherやrolesやinやwomen‒sやlifeや
cycles. Conversae sorores (lay sisters) often entered convents at a slightly later age. 
In addition, many girls entered convents as boarders between the ages of seven 
andや twelve╇や typicallyや forや aやperiodやofや oneや toや twoやy ars╇や inやpreparationや forやRrstや
communion.64
Beyond the sacraments: the experience of Catholicism
TheやpossibilityやofやanやavowedlyやCatholicやlifeやinやwhichやtheやsacramentやofやmarriageや
did not feature reminds us to look beyond the sacraments when analysing the 
Catholicやlifeやcycle╆やTwoやtrendsやofやrecentやscholarshipやonやtheやCounterまReformationやむや
anやamentivenessやtoやlocalやparticularitiesやandやanやappreciationやofやtheやglobalやcharacterや
of early modern Catholicism  indicate the implausibility of a single Catholic life 
cycle. Given the complex realities of early modern lives, it is hardly surprising 
that the sacraments were inconsistently observed, contested and transcended, 
that some life cycles wer  more cyclical than others, and that a range of life 
cyclesや couldや beや acceptableや toや theやChurch╆や Indeed╇や theやChurch‒sや recognitionや ofや
theやdiversityやofやtheやCatholicやworldやwasやexpressedやatやTrentやinやtheやsuggestionやofや
】allowanceやbeingやmadeやforやplace╇やtimeやandやoccasion‒╆65
61や SeeやHelenやParish╇やClerical Celibacy in the West: c. ｱｱｰｰむｱｷｰｰ (Farnham, 2010), pp. 1923; 
Henry Charles Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian Church, 4th edn (London, 
1932).
62 See Mary Laven, Virgins of Venice: Enclosed Lives and Broken Vows in the Renaissance 
Convent (London, 2002), ch. 2; Amy Leonard, Nails in the Wall: Catholic Nuns in Reformation 
Germany (Chicago and London, 2005), p. 22.
63や Tanner╇やDecrees, vol. 2, pp. 7812.
64 Elizabeth Rapley, Women and the Religious Vocation in Seventeenth-Century 
France‒╇やFrench Historical Studies, 18 (1994): 61331.
65 Canons and Decrees, p. 194.
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Varied sacramental observance had a number of facets. Firstly, some Catholics 
couldやaccessやtheやsacramentsやmoreやeasilyやthanやothers╆やPriestsやandやbishopsやwereや
often less accessible in rural locales, and crises such as plague epidemics could 
bringや aboutや aや suddenや shortageや ofや theや clergyや inや cities╆や Thoseや livingや inや nonま
Catholic areas might be baptized in private or in a reformed church, married 
by reformed ministers, and mentally contemplate seeing and eatin  the host 
inやorderやtoやreceiveやtheやassociatedやspiritualやbeneRt╆66 Secondly, bishops adapted 
orやelaboratedやonやTridentineやexpectationsやwithinやlocalやandやregionalやcontexts╆やInや
ｱｵｸｵ╇や forや instance╇や whenや theや ThirdやMexicanや Provincialや Councilや publishedや itsや
Rndingsやonやmarriage╇や theseや includedやspeciRcやguidelinesや forや Indianやmarriages╆や
Inやｱｵｹｲ╇やlikewise╇やBishopやAntonioやGrimaniやofやTorcelloやraisedやtheやminimumやageや
for the clothing of would-be nuns in his diocese to 15, commenting that the 
CouncilやofやTrentやhadやnotやprohibitedやtheやprovincialやraisingやofやthisやage╆67やThirdly╇や
secularや authoritiesやmodiRedや theや Church‒sや visionや ofや theや lifeや cycle╇や usuallyや viaや
legislation╆やInやFrance╇やdissatisfactionやwithやTrent‒sやpositionやonやmarriageやledやtoやaや
series of edicts which superseded canon law and compelled parental consent on 
pain of disinheritance.68 Fourthly, conversion complicated the chronology and 
ritualsやofやtheやsacramentsやinやtheやconvert‒sやlifeやcourse╆やWhileやthereやwereやfewやmassや
conversions in early modern Italy, institutions which educated and baptized 
converts opened up and down the peninsula, in Rome (1543), Venice (1557), 
Bologna (1568), Mantua (1574), Ferrara (1584), Naples (1601) and Reggio (1630). 
Non-infant baptism developed ritual characteristics of its own, such as the 40-
day minimum period between acceptance into the House of Catechumens and 
baptism in seventeenth-century Venice.69 Fifthly, Catholics abused and misused 
theやsacraments╇やconsciouslyやandやunconsciously╆やTheやChurchやamemptedやtoやtackleや
incorrect distribution and receipt of the sacraments, especially via bishops and 
the Inquisition. Abuse of the sacrament of marriage by the laity was a particular 
concern.70 In the seventeenth century, nonetheless, the Inquisition appears to 
have been increasingly preoccupied by the misconduct of the clergy, particularly 
when non-ordained priests surpassed their remit.
66や Alexandraや Walsham╇や 】Beads╇や Booksや andや Bareや Ruinedや Choirs╈や Transmutationsや
ofやCatholicやRitualやLifeや inやProtestantやEngland‒╇や inやBenjaminや J╆やKaplanやetや al╆や 〉eds《╇やCatholic 
CommunitiesやinやProtestantやStates╈やBritainやandやtheやNetherlandsやc╆ ｱｵｷｰむｱｷｲｰや(Manchester, 2009), 
pp╆やｱｰｳむｲｲ╉やJudithやPollmann╇や】BuryingやtheやDead╉やRelivingやtheやPast╈やRitual╇やResentmentやandや
SacredやSpaceやinやtheやDutchやRepublic‒╇やinやKaplanやetやal╆╇やCatholic Communities, p. 94.
67 Laven, Virgins of Venice, p. 27.
68や Hanley╇や】EngenderingやtheやState‒╆
69や BrianやPullan╇やTheやJewsやofやEuropeやandやtheやInquisitionやofやVenice╇やｱｵｵｰむｱｶｷｰ (London, 1983), 
chs 14 and 15, esp. p. 262.
70や Thisや topicや hasや receivedや extensiveや scholarlyや amentionや inや recentや years╆や Seeや Silvanaや
Seidel Menchi and Diego Quaglioni (eds), Coniugi nemici: la separazione in Italia dal XII al 
XVIII secolo (Bologna, 2000); Silvana Seidel Menchi and Diego Quaglioni (eds), Trasgressioni: 
seduzioni╇や adulterio╇や bigamiaや 〉XIVむXVIIIや secolo《 (Bologna, 2004); Silvana Seidel Menchi and 




   
   
   
















































































































Framing the Catholic life cycle exclusively in terms of how quickly, successfully 
andや fullyや theや Tridentineや conceptionや ofや theや sacramentsや wasや implementedや
overshadowsや theや acknowledgementや ofや theirや Sexibleや roleや byや bothや clergyや andや
laity. Faith and devotion were the priorities for the clergy, not total uniformity of 
practice or deep doctrinal understanding. Even if they incorporated the sa raments 
selectively into their lives, as Marc Forster has highlighted was frequently the case, 
most laypeople would still have considered themselves to be good Catholics.71 
Of course, some Catholics were more devout than others. Exceptional piety was 
mapped onto the life cycle, especially by the tropes of precocious piety and the 
casting aside of a misspent youth in spiritual autobiographies and hagiography.72 
ThisやRrstや tropeや characterizedや theや lifeや ofや SaintやLuigiやGonzagaや 〉ｱｵｶｸむｹｱ╇や beatiRedや
1605, canonized 1726), who pledged himself to God aged seven, resolved to remain 
celibate aged ten, and became a Jesuit novice aged 17. His choice of the Society of 
Jesus was, moreover, motivated by its status as a young order and its commitment 
to the Christian instruction of youths.73や Similarly╇やMarieやdeや l‒Incarnationや 〉ｱｵｹｹむ
1672) wrote in later life of how she had been visited by Jesus in a dream as a girl. 
Her behaviour in her late teens epitomized dedication to a Catholic life cycle  
sheやmarriedやagedやｱｷ╇やamendedやchurchやonやaやdailyやbasis╇やandやgaveやbirthや toやaや son╆や
Widowed shortly afterwards, she subsequently embarked on an alternative female 
life cycle by entering an Ursuline convent.74 Women who neither married nor took 
religious vows could also express a heightened commitment to a Catholic life by 
pledging celibacy and joining the congregated Ursulines or Dimesse, often while 
still living with their families.75
Sacramentalやobservanceやalsoやplayedやaや limitedやpartや inや theやRnalやphaseやofや theや
life cycle, because the rituals of dying only formed a minor part of the transition 
fromや lifeや toやdeath╆やTheやotherや componentsやofや thisやphaseや comprisedやpreparationや
for death, funerary and burial rituals, and prayers and masses for the dead. 
Theseや characteristicsや underlineや theや cyclical╇や familialや andや communalや natureや ofや
the Catholic life cycle, in which life and death can be seen on a continuum, and 
inやwhichや eachや individualやwasや entangledや inや aや collectiveや process╆や Theや Counterま
ReformationやmodiRedやtheやconRgurationやandやimportanceやofやtheやelementsやofやthisや
process. Although the art of a good death was a substantive medieval genre, the 
literature on preparing for death burgeoned in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries╇やandやwasやmirroredやbyやanやampliRcationやofやthemesやofやdeathやinやsermons╆76 
71 Forster, Catholic Revival, p. 110.
72や Walsham╇や】ReformationやofやtheやGenerations‒╇やp╆やｱｱｲ╆
73や PaulやF╆やGrendler╇やThe University of Mantua, the Gonzaga and the Jesuits (Baltimore, MD, 
2009), pp. 435.
74 Natalie Zemon Davis, Womenや onや theや Margins╈や Threeや SeventeenthまCenturyや Lives 
(Cambridge, MA, 1995), pp. 63139.
75や SeeやGabriellaやZarri╇や 】TheやThirdやStatus‒╇や inやAnneやJacobsonやSchumeやetやal╆や〉eds《╇やTime, 
Space, and Womens Lives in Early Modern Europe (Kirksville, MO, 2001), pp. 18199.




   
   
   
















































































































Catholics believed that the destiny of each soul was decided immediately 
afterや death╆や Thisや ideaや ofや particularや judgementや corroboratedや theや importanceや ofや
preparingやforやdeathやthroughoutやone‒sやlife╇やandやalteredやtheやsigniRcanceやofやfuneralsや
andやmassesやforやtheやdead╆やTheやfocusやwasやincreasinglyやplacedやonやtheやperiodやshortlyや
after death, with a condensed funeral process, masses concentrated in the days 
following death, and a corresponding decline in requests for perpetual masses. 
Certain clergy even successfully petitioned to be released from some of their 
obligations to recite perpetual masses.77 At the same time, increasingly elaborate 
cemeteries sustained the presence of the dead in the community of the living.
Theや ongoingや relationshipや betweenや theや livingや andや theや deadや indicatesや thatや
at the levels of family and community the life cycle was cyclical indeed. For 
individuals, too, the life cycle was often not a linear progression from cradle to 
grave. Across Europe, it appears that a quarter to a third of marriages were not 
theやRrstやmarriageやforやoneやorやbothやspouses╆78 Widowhood, remarriage and births 
withやdiTerentやpartnersや characterizedや theや lifeや cyclesやofやmanyやdevoutやCatholics╇や
but  beyond examining the prosecution of bigamy  scholars have yet to assess 
whetherやtheやCatholicやChurchやhadやaやdistinctiveやamitudeやtoやremarriage╆やInやaddition╇や
the economic and social implications of widowhood and remarriage have been 
explored, but was remarriage also motivated by the centrality of marriage to a 
layや adult‒sや Catholicや identity′や Furthermore╇やwidowhoodや broughtや disruptionや toや
the family life cycle, with charitable institutions such as orphanages taking over 
the parental role of raising children to be good Catholics especially in the event 
of the death of both parents. Equally, the widowed might support the community 
through substantial charitable expenditure.79やThereやisやscopeやforやfurtherやscrutinyや
of the intersection between the Catholic life cycle and Counter-Reformation 
charity. Exploring these issues may also shed light on the extent to which the 
life cycle was gendered. Widows rather than widowers appear to have been far 
moreやinvolvedやinやcharitableやactivities╆やButやinやotherやrespects╇やdiTerencesやbetweenや
male and female experiences of the Catholic life cycle were of detail rather than 
essence╆やTheやdiTerentやminimumやageやforやmarriageやreSectedやperceptionsやofやtheやageや
of sexual ability, not mi ogyny, and  even if women could not be ordained  a 
celibate life cycle was open to both sexes.
Theや earlyや modernや Catholicや lifeや cycleや wasや theや process through which an 
individual experienced Catholicism. It was framed by sacramental observance, 
77や ElizabethやTingle╇や 】Purgatoryやandや theやCounterまReformation╈やPerpetualやChantriesや inや
SouthernやBrimany╇やｱｴｸｰむｱｷｲｰ‒╇やThe Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 60 (2009): 46489.
78 Kamen, Phoenix╇やp╆やｳｱｲ╉やAriadneやSchmidt╇や】SurvivalやStrategiesやofやWidowsやandやTheirや
FamiliesやinやEarlyやModernやHolland╇やc╆やｱｵｸｰむｱｷｵｰ‒╇やThe History of the Family, 12 (2007): 26881 
(277).
79 Stephanie Fink De Backer, Constructing Convents in Sixteenth-Century Castile: 
ToledanやWidowsやandやPamernsやofやPatronage‒╇や inやAllisonやLevyや 〉ed╆《╇やWidowhood and Visual 
Culture in Early Modern Europeや〉Aldershot╇やｲｰｰｳ《╇やpp╆やｱｷｷむｹｴ╉やOlwenやHufton╇や】TheやWidow‒sや
Miteや andや Otherや Strategies╈や Fundingや theや Catholicや Reformation‒╇や Transactions of the Royal 
Historical Society, 8 (1998): 11737.
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coloured by ritual, and shaped by familial and communal as well as individual 
concerns. Analysing the Catholic life cycle sheds light on the religious nd 
age dimensions of identity, relationships between centres and peripheries 
andや theや impactや ofや Trentや onや devotionalや lives╆や Thisや explorationや requiresや
detailed consideration of moments and phases in the life cycle, as well as the 
relationships between them. In general, changes to the sacramental elements 
ofや theや lifeや cycleやwereや inや theや realmsや ofや theや socialや andや theや ritual╆や Theや Churchや
insisted on its involvement in the marriage ceremony. With baptism, there 
wasやaやslowやbutやharmoniousやadaptationやtoやtheやChurch‒sやpositionやonやgodparentsや
and naming. First communion was transformed by its shift to a group ritual. 
Confession and communion became more frequent features of devotional lives, 
therebyや increasingや theや laity‒sや interactionや withや theや clergy╆や Theや sacramentsや ofや
conRrmation╇やextremeやunctionやandやholyやordersやpresentやparticularやopportunitiesや
forや futureや research╆や Didや theや meaningや ofや conRrmationや encourageや diligentや
bishopsやtoやpromoteやtheやsacrament╇やinやorderやtoやinvolveやtheやlaityやinやtheやChurch‒sや
Rghtやagainstやheresy′やCanやweやteaseやoutやtheやsigniRcanceやofやextremeやunctionやbyや
unearthing misappropriations of the sacrament, such as by healers who anointed 
their patients with oil in the sign of the cross?80 And can we supplement our 
understanding of entry into the priesthood with an examination of the lives and 
life cycles of ordained priests?
Further questions merit investigation. How can we trace the devotional 
lives of those who neither transgressed nor surpassed the expectations of the 
TridentineやChurch′やWhatやcanやtheやreligiousやmaterialityやofやCatholicやhouseholdsや
tell us about how the household traverses the life cycle? What characterized the 
life cycles of those who chose to devote their lives to God, and how was this 
aTectedやbyや theやexplosionや inや theやnumberやofや regularやandやsecularやclergyやduringや
theや earlyやmodernや period′や Didや theや postまTridentineや papacyや continueや toやmakeや
allowanceやforや】place╇やtimeやandやoccasion‒′やAsやweやmoveやforward╇やweやshouldやjoinや
upや theや diTerentやmomentsや andや stagesや ofや theや lifeや cycle╇や asや thisやwillや rightfullyや
highlight its relational nature. Every observance of a sacrament reinforced 
theや individual‒sやconnectionや toや theやChristianやcommunity╆やTheseや linksやbetweenや
macro and micro were overlaid with the life cycles of families and local and 
regional communities, and with the ongoing presence of the dead in the lives 
ofや theや living╆やToやmakeやsenseやofや theseやrelationshipsやweやmustやapproachやtheや lifeや
cycle from a range of perspectives: the young and the old, the married and 
the celibate, the laity and the parish clergy, the bishops and the papacy. We 
mustや alsoや askや theや question╈や didや Catholicsや experienceや Catholicismや diTerentlyや
atや diTerentや pointsや inや theや lifeや cycle′や Forや religiousや observanceやwasや shapedや byや
generation as well as age.
80や SeeやGuidoやRuggiero╇や 】TheやStrangeやDeathやofやMargaritaやMarcellini╈やMale, Signs, and 
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